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This paper des ribes a modi ed potential elds method for
robot navigation, espe ially suited for uni y le-type non-holonomi mobile robots. The potential eld is modi ed so as to enhan e the relevan e
of obsta les in the dire tion of the robot motion. The relative weight
assigned to front and side obsta les an be modi ed by the adjustment
of one physi ally interpretable parameter. The resulting angular speed
and linear a eleration of the robot an be expressed as fun tions of the
linear speed, distan e and relative orientation to the obsta les. For so er robots, moving to a desired posture with and without the ball are
relevant issues. To enable a so er robot to dribble a ball, i.e., to move
while avoiding obsta les and pushing the ball without losing it, under severe restri tions to ball holding apabilities, a further onstraint among
the angular speed, linear speed and linear a eleration is introdu ed.
This dribbling behavior has been used su essfully in the robots of the
RoboCup Middle-Size League ISo Rob team.

Abstra t.

1 Introdu tion
The navigation problem for a mobile robot in an environment luttered with
obsta les is a traditional problem in Roboti s. Some variations, su h as dynami s
vs. stati obsta les or non-holonomi vs. holonomi robots make it harder to
solve [5℄. Other issues su h as a ar with a trailer moving ba kwards or pushing
an obje t an also be of pra ti al interest. In the latter ase, onstraints must
be imposed on the robot linear and angular velo ities so as to ensure that the
pushed obje t is not lost.
An algorithm (Freezone) to solve the navigation problem for a mobile robot
endowed with omni-dire tional vision, sonars and odometry, with a parti ularization for so er robots, has been introdu ed in previous work [6℄. The algorithm
was designed to move the robot towards a desired posture while avoiding obstales, using omni-dire tional vision-based self-lo alization to reset the odometry
after some relevant events, and a sonar ring to dete t the obsta les. The appli ation of this algorithm to roboti so er was mainly fo used on moving the robot,

without the ball, towards a desired posture. However, nothing is said on how
to move the robot with the ball and simultaneously avoiding other robots (e.g.,
dribbling). Only a few teams of the RoboCup Middle-Size league are apable
of dribbling the ball. Dribbling is a omplished either by a suitable me hani al
design of the robot [2℄ or by path planning [7℄. In the latter work, problems may
be experien ed in the presen e of fast moving robots. Furthermore, it is not lear
how the onstraints on angular and linear speeds are spe i ed.
Some of the design features of the Freezone algorithm were on eived to avoid
problems displayed by other navigation methods available in the literature (see
[6℄ and the referen es therein). Among those is the well-known potential elds
algorithm [3℄. The original potential elds algorithm was designed to drive holonomi vehi les. Nevertheless, it an be modi ed in di erent ways to handle nonholonomi onstraints su h as by proje ting the resulting eld on the possible
a eleration ve tors, as in the generalized potential elds method [4℄.
This paper introdu es an alternative approa h where the generalized potential eld is modi ed so as to enhan e the relevan e of obsta les in the dire tion of
the robot motion. The relative weight assigned to front and side obsta les an be
modi ed by the adjustment of one physi ally interpretable parameter. Furthermore, the resulting angular speed and linear a eleration of the robot, obtained
under the modi ed potential eld method, an be expressed as fun tions of the
linear speed, distan e and relative orientation to the obsta les. This formulation
enables the assignment of angular and linear velo ities for the robot in a natural
fashion, physi ally interpretable. Moreover, it leads to an elegant formulation of
the onstraints on angular speed, linear speed and a eleration that enable a
so er robot to dribble a ball, i.e., to move while avoiding obsta les and pushing
the ball without losing it, under severe restri tions to ball holding apabilities. It
is shown that, under reasonable physi al onsiderations, the angular speed must
be less than a non-linear fun tion of the linear speed and a eleration, whi h
redu es to an aÆne fun tion of the a eleration/speed ratio when a simpli ed
model of the fri tion for es on the ball is used and the urvature of the robot
traje tory is small. This dribbling behavior has been used su essfully in the
robots of the RoboCup Middle-Size League ISo Rob team.
This paper is organized as follows: in Se tion 2, the generalized potential
elds method, its virtues and short omings, are revisited. Se tion 3 des ribes
the modi ed potential elds method introdu ed in this paper. The appli ation
of the method to dribbling a ball in roboti so er is introdu ed in Se tion 4,
by determining physi al onstraints on the expressions for angular and linear
a eleration obtained in the previous se tion. In Se tion 5 some experimental
results are presented and Se tion 6 on ludes the paper.

2 Generalized Potential Fields Method
The traditional potential elds method of avoiding obsta les onsists of evaluating a repulsive for e for ea h obsta le. That evaluation is made taking into
a ount the distan e to the obsta le and the relative velo ity between the robot

and the obsta le(s). An attra tive for e that tends to drive the robot to its target
is also al ulated. Ea h of these for es has the dire tion of the obje t that gave
rise to it. The attra tive for e a elerates the robot towards its target while the
repulsive for es a elerate in the opposite dire tion of the obsta les.
In the generalized potential elds method [4℄ the absolute value of ea h repulsive ve tor is obtained using

jaj = 2d v v2 ;

(1)

where is the maximum a eleration available to the robot and v and d are
respe tively the velo ity omponent in the obsta le dire tion and the distan e
to that obsta le. Expression (1) arises when the repulsive potential is de ned as
the inverse of the riti al time interval until a ollision happens. This potential
is in nite when the estimated time until a ollision takes pla e equals the time
needed to stop the robot using full ba kward a eleration.
This method has some serious drawba ks: it is not always possible for nonholonomi vehi les to a elerate in the dire tion given by the resulting for e
ve tor, and so the potential elds on ept is not fully appli able; also, when an
obsta le is lose enough, the singularity of (1) is rea hed due to errors aused
by the sensors sampling time and the unavoidable noise ontained in the sensors
measures, leading the robot to an undesirably unstable behavior.
Despite not being well suited for non-holonomi vehi les, the potential elds
method is very appealing, sin e it allows the use of other several navigation
methods within the framework of a behavior-based ar hite ture [1℄, using an
independent potential elds module for obsta les avoidan e and other modules
su h as path planning or pose stabilization to drive the robot to its target. In fa t,
the potential elds method impli itly de nes su h a behavior-based ar hite ture,
where the evaluation of the sum of repulsive for es a ts as one module and the
evaluation of the attra tive ve tor a ts as another module, the robot a tuations
being simply a result of the ve torial sum of the output of ea h module.
Therefore, a solution more suitable than just repla ing, in the navigation
system, the potential elds method by a di erent method, is to modify it for
non-holonomi vehi les in su h a way that the method modularity is preserved.

3 Modi ed Potential Fields Method - the Uni y le Case
The kinemati model of the uni y le vehi le represented in Fig. 1 is given by
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(2)

where v is the speed of the robot, w = _ is the angular velo ity of the robot,
wR and wL are the rotating speeds of the right and left wheels, r is the wheels
radius and L is half of the distan e between the onta t points of ea h wheel.
The non-holonomi nature of a uni y le vehi le does not allow movements in
arbitrary dire tions. The instantaneous velo ity of the robot has always the same

Fig. 1.

Kinemati s model

dire tion as the robot heading (the vehi le body frame is depi ted in Fig. 1). So
it is mu h more natural to state the repulsion a eleration in two independent
omponents: the rst omponent is the normal a eleration (along the y-axis)
and is given by ay = vw; the se ond omponent, the tangential a eleration of the
robot (along its dire tion of motion, the x-axis), is equal to the time derivative
of the instant velo ity. The key point here is that the ve torial sum of these two
a eleration omponents does not ne essarily need to have the dire tion of the
titious line that onne ts the obsta le and the robot, as was the ase when
using the generalized method. In fa t it an be a better approa h to design the
robot behavior separately in terms of its angular and linear speed in the presen e
of obsta les.
3.1

Potential Fields

The idea behind the potential elds method is the analogy with the movement
of ele tri ally harged parti les in free spa e: ea h one is repelled by the parti les
with equal signs and attra ted to the parti les with opposite signs. The for e
exerted by one parti le on another has always the dire tion of that parti le, with
an orientation opposite to the parti le if the parti les have the same sign and the
opposite orientation when the parti les have di erent signs. The intensity of the
ele trostati for e does not depend on the velo ity of the parti les: sin e the eld
is radial it is suÆ ient to know the distan es between them to ompletely de ne
the potential fun tion. This is a natural onsequen e of the absen e of restri tions
on the movement. Nevertheless it is not mu h useful to a t regarding a repulsive
for e generated by an obsta le whose position an hardly be rea hed due to
the robot kinemati s restri tions. Instead of using a Eu lidean distan e, one
an \shape" the potential eld to the non-holonomi nature of the robot. In the
uni y le ase, in the absen e of slippage, there is a restri tion of movement along
the y-axis: vy is ne essarily equal to zero for all times, and so it is onvenient
to in rease the repulsive for e along the x-axis sin e the velo ity has only a

omponent along that axis. There are many di erent possible potential eld
shapes: the triangular potential eld and the ellipti potential eld are only two
examples. The former is des ribed by the equation

jyj = jmxj + d

(3)

y2
x2
+
=1 :
d2 (md)2

(4)

while the latter is given by

In both ases x and y are the obsta le oordinates in the vehi le referential,
d is the potential value for that parti ular obsta le and m is a onstant that

de nes the potential eld "stret h" along the feasible dire tion of movement
(the x-axis in the uni y le ase). The onstant m usually has a value greater
than 1, meaning that the potential value of an obsta le pla ed along the y-axis
equals the potential value of the same obsta le pla ed at a distan e m times
larger along the x-axis. If the potential value is expressed in terms of x and y ,
then
jxj
d = + jyj
(5)

m

r

and

d = y2 +

x2
m2

(6)

for the triangular and ellipti potential elds, respe tively. It an also be useful
to express these potential elds in polar oordinates, respe tively,

d=r
and

d=r

1

r

j
m
1

m2

os 'j + j sin 'j



os2 ' + sin2 ' ;

(7)
(8)

where ', the orientation of the obsta le relative to the robot, and
p r, the obsta le distan e, are obtained by the usual transformations, r = x2 + y 2 and
' = ar tan(y=x). The ontour lines for both potential elds an be seen in
Fig. 2. Note that, in the generalized potential elds method [4℄, the potential
elds are des ribed by d = r= os ', sin e only the velo ity omponent in the
obsta le dire tion is taken into a ount. Note that generally the potential value
orresponds to a distan e to the robot using a di erent, non-Eu lidian metri .
The generalized potential elds method also leads to a "stret h" of the potential
eld in the dire tion of movement (see Fig. 3), as is the ase of the triangular
and ellipti potential elds when m > 1 . Also note that if we set m = 1 in the
ellipti ase a ir ular potential eld is obtained and the distan e in terms of
potential be omes an Eu lidean distan e.
Up to now nothing has been said about the navigation through the obsta les
and the repulsive for es themselves; in fa t, the only purpose of this se tion was
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to on eive the idea of a non-Eu lidean distan e that an prove itself more useful
when taking into onsideration the non-holonomi restri tions of the robot. The
navigation algorithms will be presented in the next sub-se tions.
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The total applied a eleration in the dire tion perpendi ular to the movement
is simply equal to the sum of individual normal a elerations, ay = ay1 + ay2 +
ay3 +   . Sin e ay = vw, where v is the robot linear speed, the last expression
an be written as
w = w1 + w2 + w3 +    :
(9)

This means that the total normal a eleration of the robot is given by the sum
of individual angular velo ities applied to that robot, apart a s ale fa tor.
Should the robot generate the same path independently of its linear speed,
given an obsta le on guration and the initial onditions, one must ensure that
its urvature fun tion C for those obsta les is independent of the linear speed.
Noting that C = w=v , if, for ea h obsta le i,

wi = (di )  v ;

(10)

where (di ) is a fun tion of the distan e di to the obsta le (measured using
the hosen potential eld), then C = (di ) and the urvature fun tion be omes
dependent only on the position of that obsta le. Generally that fun tion is assumed to de rease with distan e: on e again there are several andidates for the
urvature fun tion. (d) ould be any of the following:



j (d)j = d G D ;

(11)

j (d)j = (d GD)2 ;

(12)

j (d)j = 0G(1 d=D)

if d < D
:
otherwise

(13)

G is an overall gain and D is a parameter that ontrols the derivative of the
urvature fun tion with respe t to d, the distan e of the target to the enter
of the robot. D has distan e units and in the ase of (11) and (12) must be
dimensioned in order to guarantee that D < R, where R is the robot radius (if
it were not so the urvature fun tion ould rea h a singularity). A areful hoi e
of values of D and G is riti al in what on erns to the robot performan e.
The signal of the urvature fun tion is given by

j

(d)
=
(d)j



1
1



'<0 :

2
0 < '  2

(14)

For ' = 0 the signal is unde ned: it an be randomly assigned, but when multiple
obsta les exist there are other possible approa hes (see Se tion 3.5).
3.3

Tangential Repulsive A

eleration

The total tangential a eleration is also given by the sum of the individual
tangential omponents, ax = ax1 + ax2 + ax3 +   , whi h an be transformed to

v_ = v_ 1 + v_ 2 + v_ 3 +    :

(15)

For ea h obsta le, the tangential repulsive a eleration an be proje ted in
several ways: usually it should in rease when the obsta le gets loser and should

de rease when the robot goes slower. This a eleration depends on the speed of
the robot and the distan e to the target as well,

v_ = F (d; v; : : :) ;

(16)

although it an also depend on the time derivatives of v and d when a dynami
relation is used instead of a stati one (e.g., a PID ontroller).
There is no need to use the same parameters, not even the same potential eld
shapes, when modeling the normal and the tangential repulsive a elerations:
those two omponents are a tually independent.
3.4

Attra tive A

eleration

To drive the robot to its desired nal posture an attra tive module is needed. This
module an onsist of a path-follower or a posture stabilizer by state feedba k.
For example, a simple ontroller one an design is



w = Kw (ref ) ;
v_ = Kv (vref v)

(17)

where ref and vref are respe tively the desired angle and velo ity and Kv and
Kw are ontroller parameters to be tuned. ref is de ned as

ref = ar tan

y

ref
xref

y
x



;

(18)

where (xref ; yref ) is the robot target position and (x; y ) its urrent position. The
ontrol algorithm is simple and the study of its stabilization properties is out
of the s ope of this work: the goal is simply to a hieve the target position with
a simple ontroller. Nevertheless, despite its simpli ity, these ontrollers have
proven to be quite satisfa tory when onjugated with the obsta le avoidan e
modules.
Equations (9) and (15) simply state that after the obsta le avoidan e modules
are designed the modules responsible for getting the robot to its target posture
an be added by simply summing the respe tive a eleration omponents.
3.5

Multiple Obsta les

Although (9) and (15) are extremely attra tive, suggesting a natural sum of the
tangential and normal omponents relative to the respe tive obsta les, su h an
approa h has serious drawba ks: two small obsta les pla ed side by side would
give rise to a repulsive for e mu h more stronger than the repulsive for e aused
by an obsta le with an equivalent size and pla ed at the same position. Moreover
in many ases an autonomous robot has a ess only to measurements provided
by, e.g., a sonar or infrared ring pla ed around it, and has no lue on whether the
reading of two ontiguous sensors belongs to distin t obsta les or to the same
obje t. A possible solution is to onsider only the most riti al obsta le at ea h

side of the robot, determining the nearest left and right obsta les and dis arding
all the others. In the tangential repulsion ase it suÆ es to get the nearest front
obsta le, and so the repulsive a elerations be ome de ned as
and

wobs = (dLMax )  v + (dRMax )  v

(19)

v_ obs = F (dF Max ; v;   ) ;

(20)

w = w + wobs ;
v_ = v_ + v_ obs

(21)

where dLMax , dRMax and dF Max are respe tively the minimum obsta le distan e
at the left side, right side and front side of the robot, and F is a suitable fun tion. When the nearest obsta le is lo ated pre isely in front of the robot, (19)
be omes unde ned; it is not re ommended then to hoose randomly the side to
whi h assign that obsta le, sin e su h an approa h an be a ause of undesirable
unstability. One an al ulate the se ond nearest obsta le and then assign the
nearest obsta le to the se ond nearest obsta le side, reating a kind of hysteresis
that prevents the robot \hesitation". The robot a tuations are nally given by

where w and v_ are the attra tive a elerations that try to drive the robot to its
nal target and wobs and v_ obs are the repulsive a elerations due to the obsta les,
de ned in (19) and (20).

4 Dribbling
To keep the ball ontrolled near the robot while the robot moves is a ru ial and
a hallenging problem under the RoboCup Middle-Size League rules. ISo Rob
and other teams developed a ipper me hanism in order to dribble a ball better.
It is only possible to keep the ball between the ippers while navigating
through obsta les if the inertial and the fri tion for es exerted on the ball are
able to balan e or over ome the torque originated by the entrifugal for e at the
onta t point (see Fig. 4). This means that
sin( + )F trf



os( + )(Ffr + Fin ) ;

(22)

where F trf , Ffr and Fin are respe tively the entrifugal, the fri tion and the
inertial for es, and where the angles are given by

R
= ar sin b
and

Rb
L

Lf

(23)

:
(24)
1=C
L is the distan e between the midpoint of the robot and the midpoint of the
ball, Rb is the ball radius, C is the instant urvature of the robot and Lf is the
= ar tan

(a) Overview

(b) Detail

Fig. 4.

For es a ting on the ball

ippers width. It is assumed that the robot is turning left, i.e., w > 0 and that
v > 0. Note that, although the ball is \atta hed" to the robot, its velo ity is only

equal to the robot velo ity if the instant urvature is null; in the most general
ase, sin e Cb vb = Cv , the robot and the ball speeds are related by
1
v ;
os

vb =

(25)

where v and vb are the robot speed and the ball speed. Cb is the instant urvature
of the ball, whi h an be obtained by
1

Cb



s 2
1
C

+ L2 :

(26)

The inertial, entrifugal and fri tion for es an be repla ed, a ording to their
de nitions, by

F trf = mb Cb vb2 = mb

C

os
v_
Fin = mb v_ b = mb
os

v2 ;

(27)
(28)

and

Ffr = mb afr ;
(29)
where mb is the mass of the ball and afr is a eleration aused by the fri tion
for e. Expression (22) onsequently be omes Cv 2  ot( + )[ os( )afr + v_ ℄,
leading to

w  ot( + )



os( )

v

afr +

v_
v



:

(30)

The fri tion between the ball, the robot and the oor is usually very hard
to model a urately, as it usually does not depend ex lusively on the ball speed
and its derivatives. If, for the sake of simpli ity, only the term proportional to
the ball speed is taken into a ount when evaluating the fri tion for e, e.g.,

afr = fr vb = fr

v

;

os

(31)

where fr is the fri tion oeÆ ient, then (30) be omes



w  ot( + ) fr +

v_
v



:

(32)

Finally, when the urvature C of the robot is small enough, orresponding
to a large urved path, (32) simpli es to

w
Sin e



v_
ot( ) fr +
v



:

(33)

is onstant, (33) an be written as

w A+B

v_
;
v

(34)

where A = ot( )fr and B = ot( ).
The onstant B is easily obtained sin e it depends only on the geometry of
the robot and the size of the ball. Constant A must be determined empiri ally.
Note that (34) is only a valid expression when the urvature is small enough; in
the most general ase one should use (32). This model assumes that the robot
is always turning to the same side. When this is not the ase and the robot
urvature fun tion hanges the ball goes from one ipper to another. Usually
that leads to some boun ing, whi h an a tually be a serious problem. Note also
that a more sophisti ated fri tion model may be needed to get better results.
Expression (34) states the dribbling fundamental restri tion on the robot
movement. Usually the angular velo ity is bounded in order to meet ondition (34), although other more omplex s hemes may be found, restri ting both
w and v_ , that meet that ondition.

5 Experimental Results
The attra tive a eleration omponents were obtained using very simple ontrollers, namely those referred on (17), with Kw = 3 and Kv = 0:4. The repulsive normal a eleration was based on (13), while the tangential a eleration
was based on a PD ontroller whose error is a fun tion of distan e also given
by (13). Both normal and tangential repulsions use an ellipti eld with m  2.
All the experiments were performed using the robots of the ISo Rob team. The
start point was ( 3:5; 0) | left side of the amp | and the target position was
(3:0; 0) | in the right side of the amp.

Note that, as pointed out in Se tion 3.2, theoreti ally (10) makes the urvature fun tion independent of the robot speed. However the robot dynami s
e e tively ontribute to a degradation of the robot performan e, espe ially at
high speeds. To take that e e t into a ount, the parameter D of equation (13)
is a linear fun tion of v , providing the robot with a faster response to obsta les
at high speeds. Fig. 5 presents the robot path in the presen e of obsta les and
the orrespondent speed pro le. Fig. 6 shows how the behaviour of the robot
hanges when the dribbling restri tion is a tive, with A = 0:3 and B = 0:19.
The value B = B=T , where T is the sampling time, is referred be ause a dis rete
time version of equation (34) was used.
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In Fig. 6(a), after the mid- eld obsta le, the robot follows a wider path to
keep ball. It is also visible in Fig. 6(b) that the speed never de reases, sin e this
would leed to a ball loss.
Finally, Fig. 7 shows the robot response in a luttered environment. The
dribbling limitations presented in Se tion 4 reate onsiderable diÆ ulties to
the task of traversing su h a luttered environment, unless the referen e speed
of equation (17) is a very low one, de reasing the normal a eleration obtained
from the obsta le avoidan e module (see equation (10)).
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6 Con lusions
This paper introdu ed a modi ed version of the generalized potential elds
method. The modi ation allows di erent potential eld shapes \stret hable"
by hanges in one parameter. It also allows a de oupled spe i ation of the tangential and normal omponents of the a eleration aused by an obsta le. These
a elerations an be seen as disturban es a ting on the robot e orts to go to its
target posture, based on a suitable losed loop guidan e ontroller. This algorithm, su h as all the other potential eld based methods, an lead to situations
where the robot be omes trapped in a lo al minima situation, in parti ular in
highly luttered environments. This does not pose too mu h of a problem sin e
that is pre isely the underlying philosophy of that kind of method: to provide a
simple and fast, although non-optimal, way of moving to a desired posture while
avoiding ollisions with other obje ts (this method is omputationally unexpensive, sin e it only needs to perform some simple al ulations for ea h obsta le
distan e measured). The independen e of the normal and tangential omponents
of repulsive a eleration formulated in Se tion 3 an nevertheless provide a better way of avoiding those lo al minima if the normal a eleration is preferred over
the tangential a eleration, leading to a behavior where the robot only brakes

when it has no pla e to turn. The es ape from lo al minima should be left to a
path-planner, embebbed in the attra tive module.
The method enables an elegant formulation of the required onstraints for a
so er robot to keep the ball while moving towards a given posture, also known as
dribbling. The general ase and a simpli ed version, aÆne on the ratio between
the linear a eleration and velo ities, are presented. These results have been
su essfully applied to the RoboCup Middle-Size League robots of the Iso Rob
team, leading to goals after a dribble, or 180 degrees turns with the ball.
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